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ABSTRACT

Solutions have been found for the problems encountered with the
coil power and switching systems of the International Fusion Super-
conducting Magnet Test Facility (IFSMTF). The coil power system
provides the filtered dc sources (±12 V dc; 25,000 A) for charging
and discharging the coils of the IFSMTF experiment. The switching
system provides the means of transferring the coil current into a
dump resistor when a rapid discharge of a coil is required due to a
coil failure (quench) or other system abnormalities.

Three major problems were discovered during design/verification
testing of the power supply systems:

1. large overvoltages (5000 to 7500 V) on the superconducting
coil occurring when the current breakers of the dump switch
opened at 10 to 25 kA to divert load current from the power
supply, or bypass switch, into the dump resistor;

2. inadequate power supply response during normal operation,
that is, charging (rectification) and discharging (inversion)
operation; and,

3. power supply overvoltage (^100 V) due to the combined action
of the dc capacitor filters and the loss of silicon-controlled rec-
tifier (SCR) gate drive.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electrical diagram of a superconducting coil power system in
the IFSMTF experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The power supply, PSI,
is a !2-pha;e, single-way, SCR power supply. The supply is capable
of both rectification (coil charging) and inversion (coil discharging).
The maximum supply output rating is ±12 V dc, 25,000 A. Dump
switches I and 2 each consist of a low-voltage, high-current switch
in parallel with a high-voltage dc breaker. The low-voltage switch
curries 90% of the coil current during coil charging. The remaining
10% of the coil current flows through the breaker. When the dump
switches are commanded to open, the high-current, low-voltage
switches open and transfer current into their perspective breaker
and then withstand the high voltage generated by the opening of the
breaker. Upon completion of a switch opening, the breaker is
opened. The breaker opens and develops the required commutation
voltage in the low-resistance PS I-LI loop to force the coil current
into the Ll-Rl loop. The resistance Rl is the dump resistor that
decreases the coil system time constant and safely dissipates the coil
energy during a coil dump. LI is the superconducting coil with an
inductance of 1 to 2 H (varies with coils) and a maximum current
rating of 24,000 A. Bypass switch "A" provides both power supply
and coil protection in the event of a power supply failure. Although
normally opened, this switch is closed during a dump or power sup-
ply failure. The snubber across the dump switches provides voltage
transient suppression during breaker opening.
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Fig. 1. IFSMTF coil power system.

2. SWITCHING TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSION

High transient voltages (5 to 7.5 kV) caused during a dump
operation are extremely dangerous to a superconducting coil insula-
tion system and, therefore, had to be reduced. The insulation-level
voltage of the coil was intended to be limited by the IR voltage drop
across the dump resistor Rl. The product of maximum / (25 kA)
andRl (0.1 U) is 2500 V.

Tests performed at Los Alamos National Laboratory on com-
ponents of the dump system revealed more sophisticated behavior
for the dump transients than that predicted by the simplified
model.1 The dump transient is not a first-order exponential decay,
and the dump voltage can be several times larger than £|/o- This is
shown by the recorded transient interruption profiles on Fig. 2,
which also shows the measured transient voltage across the breaker
for a 25OO-V coil dump voltage. Stray inductances in the dump
resistor and other bus work are responsible for the high voltage due
to the high di/di caused by the circuit breaker interruptions.

2.1 Suppression Techniques

As shown in Fig. 2, the interruption of the coil current by the
breakers of Fig. 1 will generate high-voltage transients. To prevent
destruction of the coil insulation, these transients had to be reduced.
Two types of suppressor networks were considered for use as a
transient suppression system. They were R-C networks and varistor
(MOV) type suppressors. Both systems were analyzed to determine
the optimum system for use on the IFSMTF coil.

2.2 Analysis by Computer Simulation

With the voltage transient profile of Fig. 2, a computer model
that employs the Super-Sceptre computer program was developed to
simulate these transients.2'3 The model then incorporated the two
types of snubbers to determine their effectiveness. Figure 3 shows
the model used in the simulation. The models j?|, L\, Ri and £j of
Fig. 3 are higher than calculated bus impedances of the coil power
circuit. R} is the dump resistor resistance, and L3 is the combined
inductance of the dump resistor and associated bus leads to the
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Fig. 2. Breaker transient voltage profile.
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Fig. 3. Electrical schematic-computer model.

resistor. The three networks—no snubber, R-C (C4, #4) snubber,
and varistor (RX) snubber—were evaluated in the basic model to
complete the electrical component model for the three circuit cases
considered. Table I shows the actual computer programs used in the
simulation of the varistor snubber.

Two components of Fig. 3 required discrete representation: Rf,
(the breaker arc resistance) and Rx (the varistor resistance). The
breaker ire resistance is modeled using an empirical relationship
obtained from actual test data. With the measured voltage profile of
Fig. 2. the empirical relationship can be established by letting the
arc be represented as a resistance that varies with time. The resis-
tance is made to vary with time so the computed voltage across the
breaker matches that of Fig. 3. The final model for Rf, can be found
in Table 1.

The varistor circuit model used in the simulation is shown in
Fig. 4. The model omits the device internal capacitance and induc-
tance and off-resistance. The mathematical expression used for the
varistor in the computer program was determined by use of a varis-
tor typical V-I curve. Fi/jure 5 presents a typical curve for a
varistor.4 The area of the curve with a constant slope (I /a) is
represented as / = kVA, and the upturn region of the curve / >
I02 A is defined as R^a + Rx. The a and k terms are computed
from the equation

a = l o g ( / 2 / / , y i o g ( * y K 1 ) ,

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
ELEMENTS
R6.2-1-TABLE 1 (TIME)
RX,2-l-X4(2'«lS25'lRX"(-0.961))+0.021l))
R1.2-3-O.OOOIOO
R2.1-6-0.000040
R3.7-5-0.1
CU-.=0.00000l
U.6-5-0.000030
L2.4-3-0.000060
L3.4-7-0.000100
L4.4-5-2.05
DEFINED PARAMETERS
DPBKR-X2(VR6#IR6)
DPDMP-X3(VR3*IR3)
DPBAR-X1(VR6'IRX)
OUTPUTS
VL4,VR6,,IRX,IR6J>LOT WOOD
PVAR, PBKR.PDMP.PLOT JOULES
DPVAR,DPBKR,DPDMP,PLOT WATTS
VRX,PLOT(IRX)
RX.IL4.IR3
INITIAL CONDITIONS
tLI -25000
IL2-25000
IL3-0.0
IL4-25000
FUNCTIONS
TABLE 1
0. 0.0001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.0113,0.15, 0.0118, 0.08,0.0121, 0.17
0.013, 0.08, 0.013S, 0.15, 0.0141, 0.1, 0.015, 4.0, 0.0163, 0.001
0.0176,0.01,0.018, 100
RUN CONTROLS
PLOT INTERVAL-0.000169
STOP TIME-0.020
END

n - 1,2, 3, etc.

Rm is determined in the upturn region (/ = 104 A) as follows:

VWA = ^ ( l O 4

-Rx

Due to the voltage clamping requirements (Vc ^ 3200) and joules
(20-kJ) requirements, the devices chosen for the 2500-V dump vol-
tage coil were two Panasonic ERZ-A80JK112C in series.5 For the
ERZ-A8OJKU2C device, the following values for the Varistor
model were determined:

a = 2S.5, k' - 1/1525 ,

K v a r= 1525 + 0.0211/,„

Rnt = 1525/-?-961 +0.0211 .

With all elements of the models defined and the program finalized,
the simulations were completed. The results of the simulation are
shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 4. Varistor model.
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Fig. 5. Varistor V-I curve.
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TaNt II.

Simulation without suppression

Simulation with R-C snubber C D ,

Simulation with varistor snubbcr Rt

Simulation Results

Maximum voltage
(V)

Breaker. RG Coil. VL4

7100 5300

3800 3250

3400 3250

Calculated energy"

Breaker

18C

155

160

Snubber

25

19

''Indicates calculated energy deposited in devices during interruption.

2.3 Summary

Upon reviewing Table 2, it is apparent that either the R-C
snubber or the varistor snubber should provide reliable overvoltage
protection for superconducting magnets due to transients in dc
breaker openings. Due to the large amount of high-voltage capaci-
tance required (0.005 F), the varistor snubber is the most economi-
cal selection of the two.

3. POWER SUPPLY

Two major problems were encountered with the power supplies
during rated current testing of the superconducting coils. Even
though the power supplies were subjected to rigorous testing with
resistive loads at the vendor's facility, operation with an inductive
load was not known until the units were energized on the IFSMTF
coils. Therefore, the problems were not encountered until actual
operation in the experiment.

3.1 Regulator Response

A block diagram of the original regulator board is shown in
Fig. 6. The regulator board provides a 0- to 5-V reference signal to
the SCR gate drive board. This 0- to S-V signal provides a
corresponding 165° shift in firing of the SCR by the gate drive
board on the 60-Hz line. The problems with the response of the ori-
ginal board during operation were as follows.

1. Large voltage overshoots (above setpoint) caused by poor
response in the voltage clamp circuits of the regulator board.
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Fig. 6. Regulator schematic (original).

2. Decrease of output voltage during constant voltage operation
due to low gain in the comparator circuits of the regulator
board.

3. Instability in power supply output voltage occurred during
inversion or discharge of the coil. Upon investigation into the
latter problem, it was found that the gate drive board would
misfire if its input voltage fell below approximately 100 mV.
No margin angle limit was provided to ensure adequate com-
mutation time during inversion. As a result, gate pulses could
be retarded with a decreasing gate signal until they disappeared
(<100-mV signal).

With the response problems identified, the regulatoi board was
redesigned to eliminate these problems.

As is evident from the schematic diagram of the modified board
(Fig. 7), the new board provides a fast-responding inner loop for
voltage control and a slower-responding outer loop for current con-
trol. The error signal from the current regulator is the voltage refer-
ence for the voltage regulator and is acted upon directly by the vol-
tage feedback that appears at the summing junction of the inner
loop voltage regulator. In the new circuit, the negative and positive
voltage clamp circuits act only as clamps to limit the voltage refer-
ence to preset levels. Hence, well-defined voltage levels (plus and
minus, independently adjustable) of the dc power supply are
obtained while allowing the current and voltage regulators to func-
tion relatively independently of each other at their own response
times. In the original circuit, "voltage limit circuits" with their
integrators actually operated as plus and minus voltage regulators
where their error signals were summed with those of the current
regulator to provide an input into a final integrating amplifier stage.
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Fig. 7. Regulator schematic.(revised).



After modification of the board, the power supply system was
retested with an inductive load. All control problems observed with
the old board had been eliminated.

3.2 Loss of Gate Drive Capabilities

The final problem discovered during testing of the superconduct-
ing magnets was the consequence of lost gate drive after the supply
had charged the superconducting magnet to a given current level.
After the desired current level has been attained, the supply regula-
tor reduces the signal voltage to the gate drive, which retards the
gate pulses. Since a margin angle limit had not been provided, the
gate pulses disappear at low signal levels. This, causes the large
filter capacitor to commutate the last conducting SCR off while the
bus voltage is positive. The problem can be understood by reviewing
the equivalent circuit and waveform of Fig. 8. This waveform illus-
trates that capacitor Cl is charged to a voltage +EC with current h
flowing in the SCR and LI loop. If gate signals are lost between /,
and (3, the positive capacitor voltage will commutate the last con-
ducting SCR off at (3, that is, when the line voltage falls below the
capacitor voltage Ec. When this occurs, the low signal voltage to the
gate drive will prevent other SCRs from turning on. After the
power supply stops conducting current, current from the coil will
flow only through capacitor Cl. This first discharges the capacitor,
then causes the capacitor to reach a high negative voltage level.
This continues to increase until the capacitor fails or until an SCR
is lorced into conduction due to overvoltage.

Two methods of protection were provided to prevent excessive
overvoltage from occurring;

1. A margin angle limit circuit, entitled "low level clamp," was
added that prevents the gate pulses from having an excessive
angle of retard. This circuit provides sufficient time for com-
mutation of rated current during inversion and also prevents
the gate pulses from disappearing since a low-level voltage sig-
nal cannot occur. This also permits normal gating and prevents
the described phenomenon from occurring during normal
operation. The schematic of this circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

2. An overvoltage protection circuit was developed as backup pro-
tection to prevent overvoltages from occurring if a gate circuit
malfunction occurred that would prevent the SCRs from being
gated. The protection circuit monitors the supply output voltage
and responds to a negative overvoltage condition to activate a
crowbar. Activation occurs when a preset voltage level is
exceeded. The schematic of this system is shown in Fig. 9. The
basic operation follows.

• Cl is charged through DI/O4 or D3/D2, depending on the coil
charging polarity.

• Upon loss of gate drive capabilities, the coil voltage polarity
will switch to that shown in Fig. 9 and voltage will start
increasing at the frequency of / = 1/2WZ.C; L = coil induc-
tance, C = filter capacitance.
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CROWBAR CIRCUIT
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Fig. 8. SCR commutation failure.

Fig. 9. Overvoltage protection system.

• The silicon unilateral switches (SUS 1&2) are rated —8 V
each; therefore, when the bus voltage exceeds 16 V, they will
switch and gate SCR I via R3.

• SCR1 turns on and Cl supplies voltage to a pulse transformer
Tl, hence gating SCR2 and 3 on.

Note: Cl voltage holds up due to a long discharge time
constant, while the dc bus voltage goes to zero when
SCR2 and 3 turn on. This is important because the gate
signals for SCR 2 and 3 are maintained during the large
di/dr period on SCR 2 and 3.

• R momentarily picks up via Cl (<100 m/s) and closes bypass
Switch "A" (see Fig. 1), completing the operational sequence.

3.3 Summary

Several problems were encountered during operation of the coil
power supply in the IFSMTF experiment. One solution to eliminat-
ing these and other problems would be to subject the supply to an
inductive load during initial acceptance testing. If this is not practi-
cal, care should be exercised when the unit is tested on a large
superconducting magnet. The requirements of the gate drive board
should be understood completely (low limit, high limit, etc.), and
the regulator board should be designed to meet all requirements of
the gate drive.

Overvoltage protection has to be provided in all superconducting
coil power systems. The system is required to prevent catastrophic
failure in both the power supply and coil insulation system in the
event that the supply loses gate drive capabilities during high-
current operation. Loss of gate drive can be caused by loss of pri-
mary power, loss of power supply control power, or malfunctions in
the gate drive unit.

Margin angle control is basic to proper operation of a power sup-
ply in the inversion mode. Proposed circuits should be scrutinized to
determine if and how this function is provided.
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